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1 Introduction

Church Slavonic (also called Church Slavic, Old Church Slavonic or Old Slavonic; ISO 639-2 code cu) is a literary language used by the Slavic peoples; presently it is used as a liturgical language by the Russian Orthodox Church, other local Orthodox Churches, as well as various Byzantine-Rite Catholic and Old Ritualist communities. The package fonts-churchslavonic provides fonts for representing Church Slavonic text.

The fonts are designed to work with Unicode text encoded in UTF-8. Texts encoded in legacy codepages (such as HIP and UCS) may be converted to Unicode using a separate bundle of utilities. See the Slavonic Computing Initiative website for more information.
1.1 License

The fonts distributed in this package are licensed under the SIL Open Font License (version 1.1 or later).

As free software, these fonts are distributed in the hope that they will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the SIL Open Font License for more details.

This document is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit the Creative Commons website.

1.2 Description

The package provides several fonts that are intended for working with Church Slavonic text of various recensions and other texts related to Church Slavonic: modern Church Slavonic text ("Synodal Slavonic"), historical printed Church Slavonic text and manuscript uncial (ustav) Church Slavonic text (in either Cyrillic or Glagolitic), as well as text in Sakha (Yakut), Aleut (Fox Island dialect), and Romanian (Moldovan) Cyrillic, all written in the ecclesiastical script. The coverage of the various fonts agrees with the guidelines for font coverage specified in Unicode Technical Note #41: Church Slavonic Typography in Unicode. Generally speaking, it includes most (but not all) characters in the Cyrillic, Cyrillic Supplement, Cyrillic Extended-A, Cyrillic Extended-B, Cyrillic Extended-C (as of Unicode 9.0), Glagolitic, and Glagolitic Supplement blocks of Unicode. Characters not used in Church Slavonic, however, are not included (except for some characters used in modern Russian, Ukrainian, Belorussian, Serbian and Macedonian for purposes of compatibility with some applications).

1.3 Installation and Usage

If you are reading this document, then you probably have already downloaded the font package. You may check if you have the most recent version by visiting the Slavonic Computing Initiative website.

1.3.1 Font Formats

All fonts are currently available in a single format:

- **OpenType** fonts with PostScript outlines (also called OpenType-CFF fonts).
- **TrueType** fonts have been deprecated, and are no longer provided. If you need TrueType fonts, see the Legacy Fonts package.
You may need the legacy TrueType fonts in the following scenarios:

- OpenOffice.org and older versions of LibreOffice require use of SIL Graphite, which is only available in the TTF version. This limitation has been fixed as of LibreOffice 5.3, which now has full OpenType support.

- OpenType-CFF fonts were poorly supported in Java prior to Oracle Java SE 7.

- In Microsoft products, OpenType glyph positioning is not supported for glyphs in the Private Use Area or characters outside of the Unicode 7.0 range. You should use LibreOffice if you need positioning of combining Glagolitic characters.

1.4 Source Packages

You can also download the FontForge sources for all of the fonts from the GitHub repository. This is only useful if you are planning on editing the fonts in the FontForge font editor. In general, you will not gain any productivity improvements from rebuilding the font files, so rebuilding from source is not recommended, unless you have a real need to modify the fonts, for example, to add your own additional glyphs to the Private Use Area.

1.5 System Requirements

All of these fonts are large Unicode fonts and require a Unicode-aware operating system and software environment. Outside of a Unicode-aware environment, you will only be able, at most, to access the first 256 glyphs of a font.

1.5.1 Microsoft Windows

Unicode-encoded OpenType-CFF fonts are supported starting with Windows 2000. You will need a word processor that can handle Unicode-based documents, such as Microsoft Word 97 and above, or LibreOffice. If using \TeX, you will need a Unicode-aware \TeX engine, such as Xe\TeX or Lua\TeX.

You will also need a way to enter the Unicode characters that are not directly accessible from standard keyboards. We recommend installing a Church Slavonic or Russian-Extended keyboard layout, available from the Slavonic Computing Initiative website. It is also possible to enter characters using the Windows Character Map utility or by codepoint, but this is not recommended.

1.5.2 GNU/Linux

In order to be able to handle OpenType fonts, your system should have the freetype library installed and enabled; this is normally done by default in all
modern distributions. You will need a Unicode-aware word processor, such as LibreOffice. If using \TeX, you will need a Unicode-aware \TeX engine, such as XƎTeX or LuaTeX.

You will need a keyboard driver to input Unicode characters. Under GNU/Linux, this is handled by the m17n library and database. See the Slavonic Computing Initiative website for more details.

1.5.3 OS X

Not sure.

1.6 Private Use Area

The Unicode Private Use Area (PUA) is a set of three ranges of codepoints (U+E000 to U+F8FF, Plane 15 and Plane 16) that are guaranteed to never be assigned to characters by the Unicode Consortium and can be used by third parties to allocate their own characters. The Slavonic Computing Initiative has established an industry standard for character allocation in the PUA, which is described in full in the PUA Allocation Policy.

The PUA in these fonts contains various additional glyphs: contextual alternatives, stylistic alternatives, ligatures, hypothetical and nonce glyphs, various glyphs not yet encoded in Unicode, and various technical symbols. Most of these glyphs (the alternative glyphs and ligatures) are normally accessible via OpenType features. Thus, you generally do not need to access glyphs in the PUA directly. There may be some exceptions:

- If you need to access characters not yet encoded in Unicode and nonce glyphs.
- If you need to access alternative glyphs and ligatures on legacy systems that do not support OpenType or Graphite features.
- If you are a computer programmer and need to work with glyphs on a low level without relying on OpenType: having all alternatives mapped to the PUA allows for a simple way to access glyphs by codepoint instead of working with glyph indexes, which can change between versions of a font.

For the characters mapped in the PUA and other technical considerations, please see the PUA Allocation Policy.
2 OpenType Technology

OpenType is a “smart font” technology for advanced typography developed by Microsoft Corporation and Adobe Systems and based on the TrueType font format. It allows for correct typography in complex scripts as well as providing advanced typographic effects. This is achieved by applying various features, or tags, described in the OpenType specification. Some of these features are supposed to be enabled by default, while others are considered optional, and may be turned on and off by the user when desired.

2.1 On Microsoft Windows

In order to use these advanced typographic features, in addition to a “smart” font (like the fonts in this package), you need an OpenType-aware application. Not all applications currently support OpenType, and not all applications that claim to support OpenType actually support all features or provide an interface to access features. Older versions of Microsoft’s Uniscribe library did not support OpenType features for Cyrillic and Glagolitic, but beginning with Windows 7, this has been resolved.

Generally speaking, you will get best results in XƎTEX or LuaTeX using the fontspec package or using advanced desktop publishing software such as Adobe InDesign. Most OpenType features are also accessible in Microsoft Office 2010 and later. LibreOffice also supports OpenType features starting with version 4.1, and support for turning off and on optional features was added in version 5.3. Please see the section Support of Advanced Features in LibreOffice, below.

2.2 On GNU/Linux

OpenType support is provided by the HarfBuzz shaping library, which is accessible through FreeType, part of most standard distributions of the X Window System. Thus, OpenType will be available in any application that uses FreeType, though some applications lack an interface to turn on and off optional features. Generally speaking, you will get best results in XƎTEX or LuaTeX using the fontspec package. LibreOffice also supports OpenType features starting with version 4.1, and support for turning off and on optional features was added in version 5.3. Please see the section Support of Advanced Features in LibreOffice, below.

2.3 OpenType Features

2.3.1 Combining Mark Positioning

OpenType allows smart diacritic positioning: if you type a letter followed by a diacritic, the diacritic will be placed exactly above or below the letter; this is
provided by the \textit{mark} feature. In addition, the \textit{mkmk} feature is used to position two marks with respect to each other, so that an additional diacritic can be stacked properly above the first. This behavior is demonstrated below:

\[
\text{а} + \breve{\text{о}} \rightarrow \acute{\text{а}} \quad \text{(glyph positioning via \textit{mark} feature)}
\]

\[
\breve{\text{а}} + \breve{\text{o}} \rightarrow \breve{\text{а}} \quad \text{(glyph positioning via \textit{mkmk} feature)}
\]

The fonts provide proper \textit{mark} and \textit{mkmk} anchor points for all Cyrillic and Glagolitic letters and combining marks, allowing you to enter them in almost any combination (even those that are implausible). Most OpenType renderers (except older versions of Adobe’s Cooltype library) support these features, so you should be able to achieve correct positioning in most OpenType-aware applications (for example, in MS Word 2010 or newer, LibreOffice 4.1 or newer, and XƎTEX).

2.3.2 Glyph Composition and Decomposition

The Glyph Composition / Decomposition (\texttt{ccmp}) feature is used to compose two characters into a single glyph for better glyph processing. This feature is also used to create precomposed forms of a base glyph with diacritical marks when use of only \textit{mark} and \textit{mkmk} cannot achieve the necessary positioning. It is also used to create alternative glyph shapes, such as the alternative version of the Psili used over capital letters and the truncated forms of the letter Uk used with accent marks, as is demonstrated in the examples below:

\[
\breve{\text{o}} \rightarrow \breve{\text{o}} \quad \text{(glyph substitution using \texttt{ccmp} feature)}
\]

\[
\breve{\text{o}} + \breve{\text{o}} \rightarrow \breve{\text{o}} \quad \text{(ligature substitution using \texttt{ccmp} feature)}
\]

\[
\check{\text{r}} + \breve{\text{y}} + \breve{\text{k}} \rightarrow \breve{\text{k}} \quad \text{(ligature substitution using \texttt{ccmp} feature)}
\]

\[
\check{\text{y}} + \breve{\text{r}} \rightarrow \breve{\text{y}} \quad \text{(contextual substitution using \texttt{ccmp} feature)}
\]

Generally speaking, the \texttt{ccmp} feature is not supposed to (and often just cannot) be turned off, and thus this functionality should work properly in any OpenType-aware application. For more details on ligatures, see Unicode Technical Note \#41: Church Slavonic Typography in Unicode.

2.3.3 Language-based Features

Language-based features such as the \texttt{locl} (localized forms) feature provide access to language-specific alternate glyph forms, such as the alternate forms of the Cyrillic Letter I used in Ukrainian and Belorussian:

\[
\text{і} \quad \text{(Church Slavonic text)}
\]

\[
\text{i} \quad \text{(Ukrainian text)}
\]
To make use of these features, you need an OpenType-aware application that supports specifying the language of text, for example XƎTEX or LuaTeX using the fontspec or polyglossia packages. Since many software applications do not allow you to specify Church Slavonic as a language of text, it is assumed by default that the font is being used to represent Church Slavonic text, and thus all glyphs have Church Slavonic appearances unless another language is specified.

LibreOffice allows you to specify that text is in Church Slavonic starting with version 5.0. This will allow you to take advantage of other features, such as Church Slavonic hyphenation (see the Slavonic Computing Initiative website for more information). Microsoft Corporation does not recognize Church Slavonic as a valid language, so you will not be able to set the language of text to Church Slavonic in any Microsoft product¹.

### 2.3.4 Stylistic Alternatives and Stylistic Sets

Stylistic Alternatives (salt feature) provide variant glyph shapes that may be selected by the user at will. Typically, these are glyphs that differ from the base glyph only in graphical appearance where the use of these glyphs does not follow any language-based or typography-based rules, but rather is just an embellishment. For example, the following variant forms of U+1F545 Symbol for Marks Chapter are provided:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U+1F545</th>
<th>Alternative Glyphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>📚</td>
<td>📚</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stylistic sets are used to enable a group of stylistic variant glyphs, designed to harmonize visually, and make them automatically substituted instead of the default forms. OpenType allows to specify up to 20 stylistic sets, marking them features ss01, ss02, ... ss20.

Use of Stylistic Alternatives and Stylistic Sets requires an OpenType-aware application that provides an interface to turn off and on advanced features (since by default these features are turned off). This is possible in XƎTEX or LuaTeX using the fontspec package and in LibreOffice (starting with version 5.3) by use of a special syntax that appends the needed option to the font name. See the section Support of Advanced Features in LibreOffice, below. In Microsoft Office 2010 and later, Stylistic Sets may be turned on and under OpenType features on the Advanced tab of the Font dialog. However, Microsoft Office does not allow you to select multiple Stylistic Sets simultaneously or to access the salt feature. If necessary, you may access alternate glyphs by codepoint from the

¹Please do not contact the font maintainers about this issue. Instead, complain to Microsoft Customer Service in the USA at 1-800-642-7676 or in Canada at +1 (877) 568-2495.
Private Use Area (PUA). However, relying on the PUA as a data exchange mechanism is discouraged.

2.4 SIL Graphite Technology

As of version 1.3 of this package, support for SIL Graphite features has been discontinued. If you need Graphite support, see the Legacy Fonts package.

2.5 Support of Advanced Features in LibreOffice

Support for OpenType features is available in LibreOffice and all OpenOffice.org derivatives starting with version 3.2 of OpenOffice.org. While correct positioning, attachment and substitutions will work automatically, earlier versions of LibreOffice had no mechanism to turn off and on optional features. Support for turning OpenType features off and on is available starting with LibreOffice version 4.1. As of LibreOffice 6.2, OpenType features may be turned off and on via the Font Features window, which is accessible from the Character window. From the Format menu choose Character, then in the Character window, press the Features button. The Font Features window will display all of the features available in the given font, and you can use the checkboxes to turn specific features off and on.

This functionality will be useful for LibreOffice users relying on automatic hyphenation. Since LibreOffice has no mechanism to set the hyphenation character, the Ponomar Unicode and Monomakh Unicode fonts provide the underscore as a hyphenation character via Stylistic Set 1 in OpenType.

Prior to version 6.2, OpenType features had to be turned off and on using a special extended font name. This method is still available if you don’t wish to use the graphical interface: in order to activate an optional feature, its ID, followed by an equals sign and the ID of the desired setting, are appended directly to the font name string. An ampersand is used to separate different feature/settings pairs.

For example, the following “font” should be used in order to enable the ss01 (Stylistic Set 1) feature:

Ponomar Unicode:ss01=1

The same syntax is used to turn off and on optional Stylistic Alternatives (salt), where 1 indicates the first alternate glyph, 2 – the second alternate glyph, and so forth.
3 Fonts for Synodal Slavonic

3.1 Ponomar Unicode

Ponomar Unicode is a font that reproduces the typeface of Synodal Church Slavonic editions from the beginning of the 20th Century. It is intended for working with modern Church Slavonic texts (Synodal Slavonic). Ponomar Unicode is based on the Hirmos UCS font designed by Vlad Dorosh, but has been modified by the authors of this package. Examples of text set in Ponomar Unicode are presented below:

Блаженъ мужъ, иже не идёшь на совѣ́тъ нечестійныхъ, и на путь грѣ́шнихъ не стъл, и на сѣ́далиши губительныхъ не сидь: но къ законѣ гдѣ кола сгвъ, и къ законѣ сгвъ поднёться день и ночи. И вѣ́детъ ёкв дрѣ́ко нажалѣ́нное при исходящихъ кого, цѣ́же плодъ свой дастъ во врёмя вое, и листъ сгвъ не упадетъ: и бѣ́лъ, сѣ́лька ище чудо- рѣ́чь, уснѣ́етъ. Не такъ нечестійныхъ, не такъ: но ёкв право, сѣ́днѣ́ козметѣ́тъ кѣ́тръ о в лица землѣ. Сего́ ради не коскрѣ́пнѣ́тъ нечестійныхъ въ гдѣ, нижѣ́ грашницъ къ совѣ́тъ прѣ́нѣ́ыхъ. Ёкв кѣ́етъ гдѣ́ путь прѣ́нѣ́ыхъ, и путь нечестіевыхъ покойнѣ́тъ.

Kievan Church Slavonic uses a number of variant glyph forms, such as U+1C81 Long-Legged De (뛕) and U+A641 Variant Ze (ꙁ):
путь непоследовательности.

Other Languages The Ponomar Unicode font may also be used to typeset liturgical texts in other languages that use the ecclesiastic Cyrillic alphabet. Three such examples are fully supported by the font: Romanian (Moldovan) in its Cyrillic alphabet, Aleut (Fox Island or Eastern dialect) in its Cyrillic alphabet, and Yakut (Sakha) as written in the alphabet created by Bishop Dionysius (Khitrov).

Here is an example of the Lord’s Prayer in Romanian (Moldovan) Cyrillic:

Татъль ностру къарелъ цьынъ ё Черьѣръ: Selecciona Нѫ, мела цѫ: кѱ апрацева тѱ: фѱ вѱ вѱ, прекѫмъ ё Черьѣр шѱ пред пѫмѣлѫнгъ. Пѫмѣлѫнг ностру чѱ дѧпѫйифика дѫнѣ нолу астѫхѫй. Ши не йрѫгъ нолу грешалисло носту, прекѫмъ шѱ нѹй ёрѫгъмь грешниемню нѹцрѣн. Ши нѹнѣ дѫнѣ пред нѹй ё н.createClass. Чи не ёнѫжѧйѧмъ де чѱлъ рѫ.

And here is an example of the Lord’s Prayer in Aleut Cyrillic:

Тѫманнѫя ёдѧкѧ! Ёманъ декѫтѫнхѫ нѹнѫ кѫгѫнѫ, ёдѧнѫ амѫгѫлѧдѧгѧтѧ, йѧлѧнѫ ёлѧгѧ, аѫнѫтѫнатѫнхѫ малагѫтѫн нѹнѫ кѫгѫнѫ кѫлѹмѧ тѫлѧмѧ кѫгѫнѫ. Кѫлѧдѧмѧ аѫнѫтѫн нѹнѫ акѧгѧ йѧлѧмѧ: кѫлѹмѧ тѫманнѫя ёдѧнѫ нѹнѫ нѹнѧдѧ, ёлѧкѧнѫ тѫманъ кѫлѹмѧ ёлѧгѫмѧнгъ нѹнѫ аѫнѫтѫн нѹнѧдѧкѧнгъ: кѫлѹмѧ тѫманъ сѫлѧтѫтѫнѫгѧ- нѫтѫнхѫ, тѧғѧ аѫлѧдѧмѧ нѧлѧнъ тѫманъ лѧгѫнѧ.

And here is an example of the Lord’s Prayer in Yakut (Sakha):

Халланыръ ирдилымгѣръ варъ алгыгътъ кисенъ! Скакъ тейдѧнннъ огѫгъгъ эенъ; талѧнъ царгѫгъгъ эенъ; сиръ ирдилымгѣръ кѫкгѫлѧнъгъ эенъ, халланы ирдилымгѣръ курдѫкѣ кол. луякъ; кисгъгъ киснѧғгъ лѧръ лѣпнѣтѣнъ кисенъ куал кисгѣръ кисгѣнъ; кисгѣнъ да естѧгѣтѣнъ халланы кисгѣлъ, хай- тѧѫхъ кисгѣнъ да халларѧкѣтъ ёнѧнѣтъ естѧгѣтѧгѣтѣнгѣръ;
3.1.1 Advanced Features of the Font

Ponomar Unicode places some characters in the Private Use Area (PUA). For the general PUA mappings, please see the PUA Allocation Policy.

In addition to the general PUA mappings, some characters have been allocated the open range section of the PUA. These are:

- **U+F400 – Alternatives of SMP glyphs**: This section contains copies in the BMP of SMP glyphs for support in legacy applications. Currently, the following are available: U+F400 - U+F405 – Typicon symbols (copies of U+1F540 through U+1F545).

- **U+F410 – Presentation forms**: Contains various presentation forms and ligatures used internally by the font. Generally, these are not intended to be called by users or external applications.

- **U+F420 – Linguistic alternatives**: Contains alternative shapes of glyphs that are language specific. Right now, these are modern punctuation shapes for use with Latin characters. These are not intended to be called externally.

- **U+F441 and on – stylistic alternatives of Latin characters (Blackletter forms)**. These can be called via the Stylistic Set 2, but, if necessary, they may be called from the PUA directly. They are mapped to in the same order as in the Basic Latin block, beginning with U+F441 (for U+0041 Latin Capital Letter A). In addition to the Basic Latin repertoire, we also have: U+F4DE – Blackletter Thorn; U+F4FE – Lowercase Blackletter Thorn; and U+F575 – Blackletter Long S

The font provides a number of ligatures, which are made by inserting the Zero Width Joiner (U+200D) between two characters. A list of ligatures is provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligature A-U</td>
<td>U+0430 U+200D U+0443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature El-U</td>
<td>U+043B U+200D U+0443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature Te-Ve</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In OpenType, a number of Stylistic Alternatives are defined. They are listed in Table 2. In addition to additional decorative glyphs for the Symbol for Mark’s Chapter, the feature provides the alternate forms of the letter U+0423 ‘У’ that look exactly like U+A64A ‘Уk’ (this usage is found in some publications), and an alternative form for the U+0404 Wide Ye for use in contexts where it needs to be distinguished from U+0415 Ye (mostly for Ukrainian text stylized in a Church Slavonic font).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Form</th>
<th>Alternate Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+1F545</td>
<td>🕅 🕅 🕅 🕅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0423</td>
<td>‘У’ ‘У’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+040E</td>
<td>‘Ў’ ‘Ў’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0404</td>
<td>‘Є’ ‘Є’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the Cyrillic letters, the stylistic alternatives feature also allows access to truncated letter forms; the order of the alternate forms is always: lower truncation, upper truncation, left truncation, right truncation. Table 3 demonstrates which truncated forms are available. Generally speaking, truncation should be handled automatically by desktop publishing software and TeX, though this is difficult to accomplish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Form</th>
<th>Truncated Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+0440</td>
<td>‘р’ ‘р’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0443</td>
<td>‘у’ ‘у’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0444</td>
<td>‘ф’ ‘ф’ ‘ф’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0445</td>
<td>‘х’ ‘х’ ‘х’ ‘х’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0446</td>
<td>‘ц’ ‘ц’ ‘ц’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0449</td>
<td>‘ш’ ‘ш’ ‘ш’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0471</td>
<td>‘ѱ’ ‘ѱ’ ‘ѱ’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A641</td>
<td>‘ѯ’ ‘ѯ’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64B</td>
<td>‘Ѱ’ ‘Ѱ’ ‘Ѱ’ ‘Ѱ’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stylistic Set 1 (ss01) is provided as a temporary workaround to LibreOffice Bug 85731, which does not allow you to specify the hyphenation character in LibreOffice. When turned on, it replaces all instances of U+002D Hyphen-Minus and U+2010 Hyphen with U+005F Low Line (underscore) for use as a hyphenation character. Please note that this feature will be deprecated once the neces-
sary functionality is added to LibreOffice.

There is also defined Stylistic Set 2 (“ss02”), Blackletter forms. When this stylistic set is turned on, Latin letters appear in blackletter as opposed to their modern forms. This is useful for setting Latin text side-by-side with Slavonic in some contexts. See the following example:

Regular  The quick brown fox. 1234567890. Ӑ Ӗ сїѐ по слове́нски.
Blackletter The quick brown fox. 1234567890. Ӑ Ӗ сїѐ по слове́нски.

Note that as of version 2.0 of the font, the ASCII digits (commonly called “Arabic numerals”) are provided in roman form. Use Stylistic Set 2 to access the blackletter forms, if necessary.

4 Fonts for Pre-Nikonian Printed Slavonic

4.1 Fedorovsk Unicode

Fedorovsk Unicode is based on the Fedorovsk font designed by Nikita Simmons. It has been re-encoded for Unicode, with added OpenType features. The Fedorovsk typeface is supposed to reproduce the typeface of the printed editions of Ivan Fedorov produced in Moscow, for example, the Apostol of 1564. The font is intended primarily for typesetting pre-Nikonian (Old Rite) liturgical texts or for working with such texts in an academic context.

Here is an example from the 1564 Apostol of Ivan Fedorov:

Пе́рвѠе ᲂу ҆́бо сло ́во с площ水利工程 о ҆ всѢхъ ѽ же пот ҆филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҆́филе ҏ
4.1.1 Advanced Features of the Font

The font provides a number of ligatures, which are made by inserting the Zero Width Joiner (U+200D) between two characters. A list of ligatures is provided in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ligature A-U</td>
<td>U+0430 U+200D U+0443</td>
<td>ⲟ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature El-U</td>
<td>U+043B U+200D U+0443</td>
<td>Ⲡ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature A-Izhitsa</td>
<td>U+0430 U+200D U+0475</td>
<td>Ⲡ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature El-Izhitsa</td>
<td>U+043B U+200D U+075</td>
<td>Ⲡ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature Te-Ve</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0432</td>
<td>Ⲡ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature Er-Yat</td>
<td>U+0440 U+200D U+0463</td>
<td>Ⲡ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In OpenType, a number of Stylistic Alternatives are defined. They are listed in Table 5. In addition to providing alternative glyph shapes for U+1F545 Symbol for Mark’s Chapter, they allow you to control the positioning of diacritical marks over certain letters.

Additionally, three stylistic sets have been defined in the font. Stylistic Set 1 ("Right-side accents") positions the accents over the Yat and the Uk on the right side and Stylistic Set 2 ("Left-side accents") positions the accents over the Yat and the Uk on the left side. These stylistic sets are useful when a text uses one of these positioning throughout. Stylistic Set 10 ("Equal Baseline Variants") sets the capital letters on the same baseline as the lowercase letters (useful for working with the font in an academic context where the traditionally lowered baseline of uppercase letters can cause vertical spacing issues when working with text that is both in Latin and Cyrillic scripts). Here is an example:

Χρώονα μαίαν ἡς μίρωσις (regular text)
Χρώονα μαίαν ἡς μίρωσις (Stylistic Set 10 enabled)

5 Fonts for Working with Ancient Manuscripts

5.1 Menaion Unicode

The Menaion typeface is supposed to be used for working with text of Ustav-era manuscripts. It contains the full repertoire of necessary Cyrillic and Glagolitic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Form</th>
<th>Alternate Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U+0404</td>
<td>Є Є</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0426</td>
<td>Ц Ц</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0491</td>
<td>ґ ґ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64C</td>
<td>Ꙍ Ꙍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+047C</td>
<td>Ѽ Ѽ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+047E</td>
<td>Ѿ Ѿ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+047F</td>
<td>ѿ ѿ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+1F545</td>
<td>⌁ ⌁ ⌁ ⌁ ⌁ ⌁ ⌁ ⌁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0463 U+0486</td>
<td>ѣ ѣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0463 U+0300</td>
<td>ѣ ѣ ѣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0463 U+0301</td>
<td>ѣ ѣ ѣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0463 U+0311</td>
<td>ѣ ѣ ѣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+0463 U+0486 U+0301</td>
<td>ѣ ѣ ѣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64B U+0486</td>
<td>ѥ ѥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64B U+0300</td>
<td>ѥ ѥ ѥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64B U+0301</td>
<td>ѥ ѥ ѥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64B U+0311</td>
<td>ѥ ѥ ѥ ѥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+A64B U+0486 U+0301</td>
<td>ѥ ѥ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
glyphs as well as glyphs of Byzantine Ecphonetic notation of the kind used in Cyrillic or Glagolitic manuscripts.

The Menaion font was originally designed by Victor A. Baranov at the Manuscript Project. It was re-encoded for Unicode by Aleksandr Andreev with permission of the original author.

Samples of text in Menaion Unicode are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Please note that combining Glagolitic letters (Glagolitic Supplement) became available in Unicode 9.0. In older versions of Microsoft software, correct glyph positioning for these characters using OpenType features may not be possible. To achieve the desired output, we recommend you use LibreOffice, XƎTEX, LuaTeX, or advanced desktop publishing software such as Adobe InDesign.

5.1.1 Advanced Features of the Font

The font provides a number of ligatures, which are made by inserting the Zero Width Joiner (U+200D) between two characters. The list of ligatures is provided in Table 6.

6 Fonts for Academic Work

6.1 Monomakh Unicode

Monomakh Unicode is based on the Monomachus font designed by Alexey Kryukov. It has been modified with permission. Monomakh Unicode is a Cyrillic font implemented in a mixed ustav/poluustav style and intended to cover needs of researches dealing with Slavic history and philology. It includes all historical Cyrillic characters currently defined in Unicode, as well as a set of Latin letters designed to be stylistically compatible with the Cyrillic part. This may be useful for typesetting bilingual editions in Church Slavonic and languages written in the Latin script, especially those that use many diacritical marks, as in the Romanian example below.

Блѫжень мꙋжъ, іѫже не іꙗде на совѣ́тъ нечестіў нихъ, і на пѣ́ту гϱкіншѣ́хъ не стѧ, і на сѧдѧлищѣ́ гϱбітелей не сѧдѧ: не въ зѧкѫ́нѣ́ гѫдин бѫлѧ є́гѡ̀, і въ зѧкѫ́нѣ́ є́гѡ̀ пօдѫйтѧ дѧнь і нѫѳъ. И пѫдаетъ є́ку дϱбѡо насѧдѧнѹе при єѫдѫи-

щеѣ́хъ бѡлѧ, є̀же пѫдоѫ свѹй лѧсть Ѹ во вреѧмѧ свѹе.

Fericit bărbatul, care n-a umblat în sfatul necredincioșilor și în calea păcătoșilor nu a stat și pe scaunul hulitorilor n-a șezut; ci în legea Domnului e voia lui și la legea Lui va cugeta ziua și noaptea. și va fi ca un pom răsadit lângă izvoarele apelor, care rodul său va da la vremea sa.
Искони бѣ слово и слово бѣ отъ б҃а и б҃ъ бѣ слово се бѣ искони оу б҃а ⁘ и тѣмь в̇ са бꙑ шѧ се и беꙁ него ни чье̂же не бꙑсть · цѥже бꙑсть се въ то животъ бѣ · и животъ бѣ свѣтъ чловѣкомъ се и свѣ тъ въ тьмѣ свьти тѧ · и тьма ѣго не обѧтъ се бꙑсть члв҃къ посъланъ отъ бѣ · нма нмоу нанъ тъ предѣ бѣ сѣвѣдѣтель ство · да сѣвѣдѣтѣ лѣсткоуѣтъ о сѣ тѣ тъ дѣ вѣн вѣрж нмѣтѣ нмъ се бѣ тѣ сѣвѣтъ не да сѣвѣдѣтельствоу нть о сѣвѣтъ бѣ сѣвѣтъ истинныѣ н · нже просѣщан тѣ ёнаго уѣка · градѣща вѣ мнѣ
Figure 2: Glagolitic text from *Codex Assemanius* (11th century)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature I-Ye</td>
<td>U+0438 U+200D U+0435</td>
<td>Ие</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature En-I</td>
<td>U+043d U+200D U+0438</td>
<td>ИИ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature En-Small Yus</td>
<td>U+043d U+200D U+0467</td>
<td>Іѧ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Es-Ve</td>
<td>U+0441 U+200D U+0432</td>
<td>§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Te-Er</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0440</td>
<td>Ё</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature A-U</td>
<td>U+0410 U+200D U+0423</td>
<td>АУ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature A-U</td>
<td>U+0430 U+200D U+0443</td>
<td>АГ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature A-Te</td>
<td>U+0430 U+200D U+0442</td>
<td>Т</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature I-Ye</td>
<td>U+0418 U+200D U+0415</td>
<td>ИИ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature El-Ge</td>
<td>U+041b U+200D U+0413</td>
<td>Лг</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature El-Ge</td>
<td>U+043b U+200D U+0433</td>
<td>ЛГ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature En-I</td>
<td>U+041d U+200D U+0418</td>
<td>НИ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature En-Small Yus</td>
<td>U+041d U+200D U+0466</td>
<td>Нѧ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature Es-Ve</td>
<td>U+0421 U+200D U+0412</td>
<td>Є</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Te-Yat</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0463</td>
<td>Є</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature Te-Ve</td>
<td>U+0422 U+200D U+0412</td>
<td>Е</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Te-Ve</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0432</td>
<td>Е</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature Te-I</td>
<td>U+0422 U+200D U+0418</td>
<td>И</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Te-I</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0438</td>
<td>И</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature Te-Er</td>
<td>U+0422 U+200D U+0420</td>
<td>Ё</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligature Capital A-Small Te</td>
<td>U+0410 U+200D U+0442</td>
<td>ТГ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Ligature Te-Soft Sign</td>
<td>U+0422 U+200D U+042c</td>
<td>ТГ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Te-Soft Sign</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+044C</td>
<td>ТГ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Ligature Te-A</td>
<td>U+0442 U+200D U+0430</td>
<td>ТА</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Ligatures available in the Menaion Unicode font
6.1.1 Advanced Features of the Font

The Monomakh font offers a number of optional OpenType features that may be turned on or off by the user. These are:

- **Stylistic Set 1 (ss01)** is provided as a temporary workaround to LibreOffice Bug 85731, which does not allow you to specify the hyphenation character in LibreOffice. When turned on, it replaces all instances of U+002D Hyphen-Minus and U+2010 Hyphen with U+005F Low Line (underscore) for use as a hyphenation character. Please note that this feature will be deprecated once the necessary functionality is added to LibreOffice.

- **Stylistic Set 6 (ss06)** displays U+0456 Cyrillic Small Letter Ukrainian / Belorussian І with one dot above and **Stylistic Set 7 (ss07)** displays the same character with two dots above. By default, U+0456 is displayed with no dots.

- **Stylistic Set 8 (ss08)** displays the characters U+0417 Cyrillic Capital Letter Ze and U+0437 Cyrillic Small Letter Ze as a "sharp zemlya", i.e., like the characters U+A640 Cyrillic Capital Letter Zemlya and U+A641 Cyrillic Small Letter Zemlya, respectively. Generally, this change should be handled at the codepoint level, so the use of this feature is discouraged.

- **Stylistic Set 9 (ss09)** displays the characters U+0427 Cyrillic Capital Letter Che and U+0447 Cyrillic Small Letter Che in their archaic form, with the descender in the middle (e.g., ч instead of ч).

- **Stylistic Set 10 (ss10)** displays the characters U+0429 Cyrillic Capital Letter Shcha and U+0449 Cyrillic Small Letter Shcha in their modern form, with the descender on the right (e.g., щ instead of щ).

- **Stylistic Set 11 (ss11)** displays the characters U+044B Cyrillic Small Letter Yeru and U+A651 Cyrillic Small Letter Yeru with Back Yer with the two glyphs connected (e.g., ы instead of ы).

- **Stylistic Set 13 (ss13)** displays the character U+0463 Cyrillic Small Letter Yat with the left stem extended to the baseline (e.g., as ѣ). Please note that this is not the same as U+A653 Cyrillic Small Letter Iotified Yat.

- The same functionality of these Stylistic Sets is provided in OpenType also by the Stylistic Alternatives (salt) feature.

Previous versions of the font provided Stylistic Set 1 (ss01), which displayed U+015E Latin Capital Letter S with Cedilla, U+0162 Latin Capital Letter T with Cedilla, and their lowercase analogs, as U+0218 Latin Capital...
Letter S with Comma Below, U+021A Latin Capital Letter T with Comma Below, and their lowercase analogs. However, since the use of U+015E, U+0162 and their lowercase analogs for the encoding of Romanian text is considered erroneous, this feature is deprecated. Users are strongly encouraged to convert their text at the codepoint level to use the correct characters for Romanian orthography. However, for the sake of compatibility with text that has been erroneously encoded, this feature is still available.

Stylistic Set 15 (ss15), which provides combining Cyrillic letters with an automatic pokrytie where warranted by Synodal orthography is also deprecated and may be removed. Users should explicitly encode the pokrytie as U+0487 Combining Cyrillic Pokrytie. See UTN 41: Church Slavonic Typography in Unicode for more information.

Two additional features were available in SIL Graphite only; however support for SIL Graphite has been discontinued. If you need these features, see the Legacy Fonts package:

- The Graphite feature Convert Arabic Digits to Church Slavonic (cnum), when turned on, will automatically display Western Digits (“Arabic numerals”) as Cyrillic numerals. This is helpful, for example, for page numbering in software that does not support Cyrillic numerals.

- The Graphite feature Convert HIP-6B Keystrokes to Church Slavonic Characters (hipb), when turned on, will display text encoded in the legacy HIP codepage as Church Slavonic. The use of this feature is discouraged and users are encouraged instead to convert HIP-encoded text to Unicode.

6.2 Shafarik

The Shafarik font is a specialized font intended for an academic presentation of Old Church Slavonic (OCS) texts written in both the Cyrillic or Glagolitic alphabets. The documentation for the font is provided in a separate file.

7 Decorative Fonts

7.1 Indiction Unicode

The Indiction Unicode font reproduces the decorative style of drop caps used in Synodal Slavonic editions since the late 1800’s.

The original Indyction font was developed by Vladislav V. Dorosh and was distributed as Indyction UCS as part of CSLTeX, licensed under the LaTeX Project
Public License. The font was reencoded for Unicode and edited by Aleksandr Andreev, and is now distributed as Indiction Unicode under the SIL Open Font License. It is intended for use with bukvitsi (drop caps) in modern Church Slavonic editions.

7.2 Vertograd Unicode

Vertograd Unicode (based on Vertograd UCS by Vlad Dorosh) is another font for decorative dropcaps and titling. The typeface was commonly used in pre-revolution Russian liturgical editions. Note that some letters that are typically not encountered in capital form are not available. Please file an issue if you need a letter that is not available.

7.3 Cathisma Unicode

Cathisma Unicode is based on Kathisma UCS, designed by Vlad Dorosh. The typeface is used for titling in many 18th–20th century liturgical editions.
7.4 Oglavie Unicode

Oglavie Unicode is based on Oglavie UCS, designed by Vlad Dorosh. The typeface is also used for decorative titling in 18th–20th century liturgical editions.

7.5 Pomorsky Unicode

The Pomorsky Unicode font is a close reproduction of the decorative calligraphic style of book and chapter titles, which was most likely developed in the 1700’s by the scribes of the Old Ritualist Vyg River Hermitage (Выговская пустынь). It is seen extensively in the chant manuscripts, liturgical manuscripts, hagiographic and polemical works of the Pomortsy and Fedoseyevtsy communities, and is a traditional and “organic” style of lettering lacking any obvious influence from Western European typography. The Pomorsky typeface was originally designed by Nikita Simmons. It is intended for use with bukvitsi (drop caps) and decorative titling.

7.5.1 Advanced Features of the Font

Several versions of many glyphs are provided in the font. The ornate forms of the letters are default and provided at the uppercase Cyrillic codepoints; they should be used as much as possible. Simpler forms can be used whenever the letters need a less ornate appearance, or when diacritics might conflict with the ornamentation (or when the ornamentation of one character will conflict with the ornamentation of another); these simple forms are available as Stylistic Set 1. There are a few additional characters that are stylistic variants, which are provided as Stylistic Alternatives (salt). Since the font is intended for drop caps and titling, lowercase characters are not available. The base form, the “simple” form, and any stylistic alternatives of a character are demonstrated in Table 7.

8 Technical Fonts: FiraSlav

FiraSlav is a monospaced font for Church Slavonic, intended for editing Church Slavonic text in a text editor. All diacritical marks and combining letters are presented as spacing symbols and a monospaced appearance is maintained. The
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Table 7: Character shapes provided by Pomorsky Unicode
font includes both regular (FiraSlav Regular) and bold (FiraSlav Bold) flavors. It is especially useful for software and website development applications:

```javascript
$number = /^\(?\(([\$h])*(?::((\[$o]))*([\$h])?([\$h]?([\$o]?))\)?\)/;
var letter = '\(?::oy|oy|oy\$\)\[̀́̑҆̾̏҇҃ⷠⷡⷢⷣⷷⷤⷥꙵꚵⷦ]*';

Блєже́нъ мꙋ́жъ, и҆́же не и҆́де на совѣ́тъ нечести́выхъ
```

9 Known Issues

See the Issue Tracker. Before reporting issues, please check that your software properly supports OpenType. We suggest checking for expected behavior in XƎTEX or LuaTeX.
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